w x conjectures prior to Hartshorne's problem list Ha in which Horrocks submitted the two questions, these questions are usually referred to as Horrocks' questions or Horrocks' conjectures. For more background and w x related problems, see ChE . There has been considerable study of these w questions. See, for example, A, BE1, BE2, Ca1, Ca2, Ch, ChEM, D, EG2, x HeK, Ho, HuU, Sa .
By the exponent of M we mean the smallest non-negative integer t such that m t M s 0. In this paper we will confirm Horrocks' questions for the exponent two case. 
Ž . ith Betti number of M is at least . i
We give a brief description of Koszul complexes: the reader is referred w x to Se for further details. Because the Koszul complex on the x gives a i free resolution of K it can be used to calculate the Betti numbers of M. If x s x , . . . , x is any sequence of elements of a ring R the Koszul complex 1 n Ž . K K x; R may be defined as the tensor product, over R, of the n length one ² : we write t y j for this sequence with its jth term omitted, a sequence of length i y 1. With these conventions we have the explicit formula
Unless otherwise specified, tensor products, Hom, and direct sums are taken over K for the rest of this introduction.
Let x , . . . , x be minimal generators of the maximal ideal m. 
the rank of the ith map in a minimal free resolution of M. Then n Ž . jyi s Ý y1 ␤ . Applying the result above, we find that s
Hence, for fixed choices of n, r, s we minimize both the Betti number of M and the ranks of the maps in its minimal free resolution by choosing the maps f in ''general position,'' i.e., the minimum values of the ␤ and of l i the will be achieved on a suitably small open subset of the affine space i of dimension nrs that parameterizes the choices of the f . We may use as l the parameters the entries of n matrices of size r = s that give the f . Ž . Ž . Ž . y1then a n, i; r, s s a n y 1, i; r, s q a n y 1, i y 1; r, s .
Hence Proposition 0.2 implies Theorem 0.1. It also enables us to find a Ž . formula for a n, i; r, s easily. Proposition 0.2 says that when r and s are Ž . fixed, a n, i; r, s is a completely increasing triangle which is stable after Ž . row r q s y 1 see Definition 2.1 . For example, we can write the triangle Ž . Ž and this triangle coincides with the triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 at row 4 and . Ž . row 5 . We can easily fill in the rest of this triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 since Ž Proposition 0.2 tells us this triangle is stable after row 4. It is suspected Ž . that this is the triangle for a n, i; 2, 3 , but this issue is not pursued in this . paper since it is inconsequential. We can also use Lemma 2.2 to conclude n y 1 n y 2 n y 3 n y 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . that a n, i; 2, 3 F 23 and equality holds i y 1 i y 2 i y 2 i y 3 at least for n G 4. Thus when dim MrmM s 2 and dim mM s 3, the rank n y 1 n y 4 n y 4 n y 4 Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . of the ith syzygy of M is at least q 2 q 4 q and
The material in Section 1 is straightforward, but we devote a lot of space to set the notation. We will prove the first part of Proposition 0.2 there as well. In Section 2 we prove the second part of Proposition 0.2 but we leave the most tricky step to Section 3. 1 Ä 4 For each i, let T be the set of the i-element subsets t of 1, . . . , n . Let
t be the increasing sequence of elements of t. Order T according to the i ² : Ž lexicographical order of t . Define u to be u see the Introduction for
. Ä 4 Ž . definition . We will always use the ordered basis u for K K x; R .
R with respect to these bases. Our matrices act
on the right, so that the co-kernel of the map represented by a matrix is obtained by killing the row space. For instance, we have
Ž .
In this fashion, it is easy to check that
where I is the = identity matrix. we describe the matrices of the Koszul complex in question slightly differently. Write the matrix
Ž where the B n, i, j are suitable matrices with entries in K they are in . fact 0, 1, or y1 . Then the matrix of which one obtains by tensoring the ordering of the bases, the matrix of can be checked to be 
When we choose a new set of minimal generators for m, D is affected and we say we do an n-operation to D. When we change the bases for V and W, we say we do an r-and an s-operation, respectively, to D. None of these operations will change the rank of the corresponding . We can do n-and r-operations so that D# has 1 on the diagonal and 0 1 elsewhere. By substituting in this special set of values, it's easy to compute Ž . Ž . a n, i; r, 1 . We can similarly compute a n, i; 1, s . Ž . Ž L EMMA 1.4. For any n, i, r, and s one has a n, i; r, s s a n, n q 1 y . i; s, r .
Proof. Let D be an n = r = s cubical array in general position and let Proof. We prove the first half of the lemma by induction on r q s. By Lemma 1.3 we will assume r, s G 2.
Let that this matrix has full column rank. We can prove the second half of the lemma similarly, but it also follows easily from Lemma 1.4 and the first half of the lemma.
Ž
. C OROLLARY 1.6. If i F r or n y i q 1 F s then a n, i; r, s F n n Ä Ž . Ž . 4 min r, s and equality holds for n G r q s y 1.
i iy1
Proof. It suffices to check for n ) r q s y 1 that the equality holds. Ž When n G r q s y 1 and i F r, we know by Lemma 1.5 that a n, i; r, n y n . Ž .Ž . r q 1 s n y r q 1 , which is the full column rank. Since by assumpi y 1 n Ž . Ž . tion n y r q 1 G s, we must have a n, i; r, s s s. The other case i y 1 follows similarly. If i F r or n y i q 1 F s then a n, i; 
.
Proof. We will demonstrate the case for i F r. The other case follows similarly or from Lemma 1.4. Ž . GrriG1, we have s y 1 r n y i y rri G sr n y i q 1 y rri G 0. We see that c is again non-negative.
To see the first half of Proposition 0.2 is true, note that when n F r q s y 1 either i F r or n y i q 1 F s. We can then apply Corollary 1.6 and Ž . Lemma 1.7. It remains to compute a n, i; r, s for n ) r q s y 1. We will develop the general formula in the next section. first row whose elements are not all zero is called the initial row of T. We Ž . say that the triangle T is increasing after row N when one has T n q 1, i Ž . Ž . GT n, i q T n, i y 1 for n G N. We will also say that the triangle T is Ž . Ž . Ž . stable after row N when one has T n q 1, i s T n, i q T n, i y 1 for Ž . n G N . The triangle T is called completely increasing or completely stable Ž . if T is increasing or stable respectively after the initial row. n Ž . Ž . For instance, the Pascal triangle P n, i s is a completely increasing i and completely stable triangle whose initial row is the zeroth row. A more Ž . important example is the triangle a n, i; r, s if we fix r and s. This triangle has the first row as its initial row.
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose gi¨en a triangle T and a fixed integer N. Then
Proof. We will prove this lemma by induction on n. The statement holds obviously when n s N. Now we assume the induction hypothesis for X Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . ny1. We will write T m, j s T m, j y T m y 1, j y T m y 1, j y 1 to shorten terminology. Thus Proof. The first statement is obvious. For the second statement, notice that since T is increasing after row N, each summand in the second term Ž . of 2.1 is nonnegative. For the hypothesis to be true, we should have
Ž
. L EMMA 2.4. Fix r and s. The triangle a n, i; r, s is completely increasing.
. Proof. It is obvious that the first row of a n, i; r, s is its initial row. Let Ž . nG1 and let D be the n q 1 = r = s cubical array in general position. Then a n q 1, i; r , s Ž .
i2 n q 1 s a n, i y 1; r , s q a n, i; r, s . We have the following important lemma.
If n G rs then a n, i; r, s s rank A ⌬ . In particular, i rs Ž . Ž . Ž . this implies that a n q 1, i; r, s s a n, i; r, s q a n, i y 1; r, s for n G rs. Ž . In other words, the triangle a n, i; r, s is stable after row rs.
Proof. Let D be the n = r = s cubical array in general position and assume n G rs. Let D X be the n = r = s cubical array obtained by doing n-operations to D so that the n = r matrix D X # has the identity matrix on 1 the rows from row 1 to row r and zero elsewhere. We know that the rank n Ž X . 
M M
Looking closely at the proof of Lemma 1.5, we can see the main point is the equality r q s y 2 a r q s y 1, i; r , s s q a r q s y 2, i; r , s y 1
This equality suggests a way to find a basis for the column space of n Ž n . Ž . A ⌬ . Assume n G rs and write a s a n, i; r, s . We know that by
Lemma 2.6 the rank of the matrix associated with the cubical array n n Ž X s X with X s x e is a . This seems to be a terrible r s jk jqŽ ky1.r jqŽky1.r i choice of notation since the x are also used for the minimal generators for the maximal ideal m. I am still using these because I am accustomed to Ž . mentally picturing the matrix in the form of 1.1 . This is probably not a very good reason but fortunately the x are algebraically independent over w x. Kin the polynomial ring K x , . . . , x . This says that one of the a -minors n Ž .
n Ž . of A X is not zero. Hence we can pick a entries from A X such that Ž . Since in this case a n, i; r, s is stable after row r q s y 1 by Lemma 1.3, the lemma follows from Corollary 2.3 with N s r q s y 1. We may assume r, s G 2. First by applying Corollary 2.3 to the Pascal triangle we have . otherwise, Lemma 2.9 says that the triangle a n, i; r, s and the triangle Ž . Ž . b n, i; r, s agree at row r q s y 1, and that the triangle b n, i; r, s is stable after row r q s y 1. For the rest of the paper we will show that Ž . Ž . a n, i; r, s s b n, i; r, s for n G rs. Corollary 2.3 tells us the stability Ž . Ž . property of b n, i; r, s would force a n, i; r, s to be stable after row Ž . r q s y 1, which is the second half of Proposition 0.2 see Corollary 2.14 . To achieve this, we will show that for n G rs the standard columns of n Ž n . n Ž n . A ⌬ span the column space of A ⌬ , but first we need to know how respectively. We will simply write s and t when n is understood. The Ž . s,t -entry is non-zero if and only if t is a subset of s. In the row of s only those x with l g s would appear, and in the column of t only those x l l n Ž . with l f t would appear. Denote by¨the column of t in A x , . . . , x . t i 1 n Ž . Proof. By Proposition 2.13, the triangle a n, i; r, s and the triangle Ž . b n, i; r, s agree after row rs, and by Lemma 2.9 agree at row r q s y 1. The lemma now follows Corollary 2.3.
